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Interview with Predators and Editors Owner, Dave Kuzminski 

"THINK OF US AS SHARK REPELLANT" That is how owner Dave Kuzminski 

advertises his helpful and 'vital to the writer' website known as "PREDITORS & 

EDITORS" http://www.sfwa.org/prededitors/ 

Dave has been webmaster of P& E since its beginning in 1997 as a "way of addressing a 

writer's need." As a former "chat moderator" for Prodigy, he was asked by writers where 

they could find various resource, publisher and other publication sites. 

What started as a small listing (Dave says about a dozen sites) on a bit of web space 

provided by Prodigy has now expanded to over 200 pages that contain thousands of links 

with detailed descriptions and recommendations. Some of the areas included on P&E 

web are: Agents, Art, Awards, Book Publishers, Chats, Contests, Conventions, 

Definitions, Editing & Software, Email, Game Publishers, Jobs, Journalism, Magazine 

publications, Music, New Opinions, Organizations, Promotional and related sites, 

Resources, Screenwriters, Submissions, Warnings and Workshops. 

THIS SITE IS A MUST HAVE FOR THE WRITER,ESPECIALLY THE NEW 

WRITER!! 

First off, what truly makes P&E unique to writers? 

There are many good resource sites on the Internet. However, most do not go beyond 

warning what kind of behavior to watch out for when advising writers. P&E actually 

names who should be dealt with cautiously, if at all. Additionally, many resource sites are 

specific to only one genre. Consequently, information that can be valuable to all writers 

might be missed because many writers for one genre will not bother visiting sites more 

applicable to writers in another genre. Admittedly, it's a wide area to cover, but P&E's 

efforts in covering that much territory has opened up information to more writers.  

How and why did I get started? 

That was addressed in the intro. I was operating a writer's chat room for Prodigy. Writers 

soon began asking me about various publishers, agents, and editing services. Since I 

couldn't answer them online every hour each day, the only alternative was to create a web 

site. Fortunately, I'm a good programmer, so it didn't take me but a few minutes to create 

http://www.sfwa.org/prededitors/
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the first version of Preditors & Editors (tm). By the way, Preditors is deliberately 

misspelled for trademark purposes as well as being a play on words.  

Why do I continue? 

Certainly, the thanks I've received from writers who avoided scams based on P&E's 

warnings has made it all worth it. 

Do I write? 

Yes, I do. I generally write non-fiction under my real name. I write fiction under a pen 

name. I've been published in both print and electronic formats. I view both as valid. To 

date, I've had just over two dozen non-fiction articles, over 100 short fiction works, and 

nine novels published. One novel was published under my real name because the 

publisher goofed. These successes, along with many rejections, formed the foundation for 

much of the knowledge I share on the Preditors & Editors (tm) web site. 

Are there any publishers that writers should avoid? 

Certainly, there are. P&E places "Not recommended" beside the listings in its pages for 

several publishers. Sometimes we don't place the reason because our source was 

promised confidentiality and stating why would compromise that writer's identity. Other 

times, when the reason is clearly against what P&E considers reasonable, the reasoning is 

listed. Generally, that applies to those with posted upfront fees. Writers shouldn't have to 

pay a fee to have their work published. After all, their work is earning money for the 

publisher, so why shouldn't their work earn money for them as well? Unfortunately, there 

are too many to just list here.  

What can one do if a publisher fails to uphold a contract? 

This is where you need a lawyer and a lawyer's advice. P&E does not give out legal 

advice other than to suggest that a writer seek proper legal advice. Among P&E's agent 

listings are a few attorneys who specialize in literary matters. We do not recommend any 

of them as better than non-listed attorneys. If anyone knows of more, we'll gladly include 

those names as well. At the same time, if a publisher has failed to uphold his end of a 

contract, please do let us know. If P&E can verify the facts, we will recommend against 

other writers using that publisher. It might not put them out of business, but it can prevent 

a few more writers from being bitten. In some cases, the publisher even provides those 
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facts all too freely as just happened with MightyWords a few days ago. They've 

announced the termination of a significant number of contracts with writers and a 

downward change in the royalty terms with their remaining contracted writers. P&E does 

not like unilateral contracts where one party has the right to change the terms by just 

announcing it and doing so. Even worse, they handed over the names of the cancelled 

contracts to a subsidy epublisher (1st Books) who is offering those writers a $300.00 

discount on getting their books re-published with them. 

Do I have any horror stories to share? 

Way too many, I'm afraid. The MightyWords Massacre is probably the worst in awhile. 

They're tearing apart the dreams of many writers whose books wouldn't sell enough 

copies to interest the large, print houses and who sought out the newer, electronic format 

publishing houses for a chance to see their dream come true. There was no need to tear up 

their contracts. It could have been handled more tactfully by creating a special imprint 

and transferring those that weren't selling as much to that. Then MW could have 

prevented staining their reputation while not shattering the dreams of others. That would 

have permitted MW to then concentrate most of its resources on the categories they felt 

were selling. Alternately, they could have broken the company into two, selling off the 

one portion and keeping what they wanted. That would have also been fairer to everyone 

involved. Regardless of what they did, they should have NEVER given those names to a 

subsidy publisher! 

The first is actually 399Novel.com. So far, they offer three books on their site. My own 

impression is that the majority of reputable publishers, print and electronic, do not go 

trolling for authors as this company has done. Still, they do offer an advance and there are 

no rules that state that they can't troll for authors, even though that puts them in the same 

waters as many of the scam artists. 

Shyflowers Garden Library appears to be a bit cluttered, but it's not too difficult to 

eventually find the right links to their publishing arms. They're quite up front about what 

they want for long and short fiction. The contract for novels isn't bad, but I was disturbed 

by one paragraph. I'm always disturbed by any paragraph that gives one side an out 

without giving the other something equal in return. The paragraph that bothered me was 

the one about paying for time, effort, and resources put in by the publisher if the 

publisher decides to reject the manuscript at the last moment for any reason. I'm sorry, 

but what?!! I mean, if the publisher suddenly decides that he's overextended and rejects 

my book, I'm liable for his expenses? That's not fair. A publisher should do a cost 
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projection to begin with and only undertake what he can handle. Any rejection after an 

initial acceptance should be for a valid reason only that hinges upon product or 

performance failure. If this publisher changes that one contract paragraph, I'd recommend 

them. 

Okay, P&E got started as a spinoff from a writers chat room on Prodigy. At the time, I 

moderated a writers' room for horror and humor genres. Yes, that's a strange 

combination. After weeks of hearing the same questions from different writers, I 

concluded that a web page was needed to address their needs since I couldn't be online 24 

hours a day. A lot of computer users then didn't know how to use a search engine. Even if 

they did, the search engines generally displayed only a few of the links they had 

cataloged. Consequently, Preditors & Editors was started using some web space I was 

allotted as part of my account. The first version was a single page long and featured about 

two dozen entries featuring book and magazine publishers. It didn't need a fancy search 

engine because it relied upon much easier to understand menus after it expanded. It 

expanded when writers asked if I knew of anyone else and quickly realized that having 

too many on a single page would make it slow to load or impossible to load for anyone 

whose computer didn't possess enough memory. Since its inception, P&E has always 

taken the simple, most direct route whenever possible. We keep our graphics to a 

minimum and restrict those to certain pages. 

What does P&E accomplish? 

Judging by the responses I get from writers, P&E accomplishes quite a lot. Usually, I get 

a few thank you emails each week. Often, one will mention that I just saved the writer a 

sum of money that they would have sent off to one of the fee upfront agencies or subsidy 

publishers. I did an estimate a year ago based upon writers' letters and determined that 

P&E has saved at least $1000 per week for writers. By now, if that average remains true, 

that means that P&E has saved a total of over $150,000.00 for writers so far. It's no 

wonder that P&E is respected by writers and feared by some of those who prey upon 

them. 

P&E also supports the establishment of the electronic publishing industry. We've given 

out awards to sites that support writers. We also conduct the annual P&E Readers Poll to 

showcase the excellent work being produced and published electronically. However, we 

don't restrict the Readers Poll to only the electronic medium. Print publications are 

welcome to compete as well. A few have and electronic books and magazines have held 

their own in fair competition. 
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Can the way a site is constructed give any clues? 

Absolutely. If the site is too cluttered and slow to load, it indicates that the programmer 

doesn't know or care about reaching everyone since not everyone has a super-duper 

computer capable of handling what's thrown out. It can also mean that the editor is trying 

too hard to be super glitzy instead of concentrating on the content. The best publications 

concentrate on creating a simply to use navigational interface so that visitors/subscribers 

can move from article to article or story to story. They'll find the guidelines easily along 

with necessary contact information. These situations generally occur because most people 

aren't equally good at both programming and editoring a publication. A good example of 

easy navigation can be seen at the Planet Relish Ezine at URL 

http://www.planetrelish.com . 

At the very worst, it can be that the site operator is trying to hide something rather than 

omit it in order to avoid later legal repercussions. That's kind of like encountering fine 

print in a printed publication. If it's there, it was your responsibility to read it. 

Does P&E cover magazine and ezine publishers, too? 

Quite simply, yes. If we learn of one, we'll post what we can concerning it. P&E prefers 

to have enough information on hand for a listing that a writer can then link to that site and 

find out the guidelines personally as those are subject to change. However, if we learn 

that a publication is causing problems for writers, we'll post what we have as soon as we 

can verify the information. In such cases, P&E isn't concerned with posting a link to the 

publication.  

I haven't been confronted in person yet, but I have by email and once by phone. 

Generally, I view the web site, if there is one, for information and try to verify complaints 

with third parties when possible. Also, I don't go placing "Not recommended" next to an 

entry on a single complaint unless it's severe in nature and verified. Most "Not 

recommended" labels are the results of several complaints. 

When I am confronted, I am willing to listen. However, some points are not negotiable. If 

an agency has a reading fee and expects P&E to remove that label, then they're in for a 

mild surprise. It's not going away until their fee does. If there are valid writer complaints 

and they willingly address and correct those problems, then P&E will remove the label. If 

not, then the label stays. In the past three years, we've removed the label from three 
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listings. I won't mention who those were as I'm not trying to wreck any business that's 

trying to do the right thing by mending its errors.  

As far as the complaints that some have made after being labeled as "Not recommended," 

well, they're entitled to complain. P&E has even offered to post their complaints in some 

cases. Several have threatened lawsuits. So far, not one lawsuit has materialized. Others 

have threatened other actions. Aside from one individual succeeding at causing P&E's 

first ISP to cave in and block the P&E site, no one has succeeded in causing any damage. 

Had the first ISP bothered to investigate the complaint instead of reacting impulsively to 

a threat, they would have seen that the threat had no merit and that P&E hadn't broken 

any laws or any of the ISP's rules. By the way, our site at that time was inspected by three 

teams of lawyers and they concluded the same thing. P&E was legally and morally right. 

What then resulted was that P&E was offered a more secure home on the SFF network 

and hosted by SFWA (who also investigated the complaint just discussed and reached the 

same conclusion). That has led to P&E gaining a significant source of information as the 

SFWA has shared some of what their members tell them about who they've encountered 

in the course of their writing businesses. 

Don't be surprised to hear of a confrontation in the near future. P&E has been threatened 

just recently by an organization that went so far as acquiring the domain names of 

www.preditorsandeditors.com, www.preditorsandeditors.org 

www.predatorsandeditors.com and www.predatorsandeditors.org just before emailing 

their threat to me that they will post their complaints on those sites. As far as P&E is 

concerned, they're entitled to spend their money any way they choose. We're not backing 

off in our recommendation. Our claim, by the way, is that a publisher doesn't need to 

purchase movie rights when they purchase the right to publish a book. In fact, most 

publishers do not purchase those. P&E feels that an author should not be cut out of the 

money he stands to make through selling movie option rights. For that reason, we don't 

recommend them. By the way, they also used to have a conflict of interest in P&E's view 

since they previously had a literary agency connected to their publishing organization. 

What criteria does P&E have for recommending? 

P&E's criteria is based upon a perception of how fair a publisher, agency, or other writing 

related business is toward writers. After all, writers are expected at times to trust them 

with entire manuscripts. Also, those businesses wouldn't be in business if it wasn't for 

writers. Therefore, it's in everyone's interests that writers be treated fairly. Consequently, 

P&E looks for standard contracts that equally favor both sides, reasonable response times 
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to submissions, queries, and royalty-payments, and reasonable marketing and distribution 

efforts on behalf of all contracted authors.  

Does P&E require more than one good report? 

One is enough to trigger action.  

Does P&E research good reports? 

Yes, but we don't conduct it like the Spanish Inquisition. Editors scream too much when 

thumb screws are used. :) My thoughts on all the new epublishers and small markets. 

I believe that like any new business idea, there will be a lot of wannabes in the beginning. 

Those with business acumen and stamina will still be around later. Those without will fall 

by the wayside. This is a true business model regardless of what business is involved. 

After all, think back to when the videotape market came along. There were literally 

thousands of small operations. Most failed. A few succeeded. Still fewer not only 

succeeded, but expanded. Look back to when CB radios were the rage. The same 

business model prevailed. The same thing happened with computers, too. 

Does a writer need to be careful when dealing with a new publisher? 

In light of the existing scams going on in the print world, it would be foolish to think that 

it can't happen in the epublishing world. Consequently, I believe that a writer has to be 

equally careful in dealing with epublishers as with print publishers. 

What do I think are the top three publishers? 

Since most of our discussion has revolved around epublishing, I'll answer this in that 

light. Right now, I believe that Hard Shell Word Factory, New Concepts Publishing, and 

Dreams Unlimited are strong contenders for those honors. There are other equally fine 

epublishers around, but these three are well established and well known. Some of those 

others are Awesome, Wordbeams, Bookmice, DiskUs, and The Fiction Works. There are 

still others that don't come to my mind immediately. That gives writers a wide choice of 

good epublishers to deal with. 

 


